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Familiar kinds of word lists
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By types/head words By lemmas By families



Counting units in word frequency lists

Lemma - base word + inflections  (e.g., NGSL 2500 by  Brezina & Gablasova, 2015) 

i.    read, reads, read, reading (v)
ii.   reading (n)
iii.  readable
iv.  unreadable
v.   readability

Flemma - lemma, but identical forms/different parts of speech = one flemma
e.g., ‘reading’  v/n   (e.g., Essential Word List  by Dang & Webb, 2016).

Word family - base word + inflected words + derived words  
5 lemmas above=one word family (e.g., BNC/COCA word family list by Nation, 2012)

How assigned to frequency levels?
Summed individual frequencies of family or lemma members in a corpus
Usually broken down into groups of 1,000 

Background cont. 
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Word lists’ main uses
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Teaching 
Give lists directly to learners

Ex, As a course, as flashcards, etc, with various incentives and 
strategies to learn

Testing
Sample words from lists at various frequency levels

Ex, Vocabulary Levels Test, VST etc

Grading texts
Find or write texts to match a certain frequency level

Ex, constrain a text for beginners to the first 1,000 word-lemmas or families 

Doing Coverage research
Determine the proportion of texts  (80, 90, 95, 98 %) covered by words at different 
frequency levels

Ex, “2,000 word-families covers 80% of words in typical texts”



Matching counting units to list functions 

FAMILY (BNC/COCA)
Completely impossible
able 

abilities 
ability 
abler 
ablest 
ably 
inability 
unable 

accept 
acceptability 
acceptable 
acceptably 
acceptance 
acceptances 
accepted 
accepting 
acceptor 
acceptors 
accepts 
unacceptability 
unacceptable 
unacceptably 

1k
1000 fams
= 6,856 words

1-3k 
3,000 fams
= 19,062 words

The majority v. 
low frequency 
individually

(f)LEMMA (BNC)
Starts well , but…

ability 
abilities 

able 
abler 
ablest 

accept 
accepts 
accepted 
accepting 

1k
1,000 lems
= 3,020 words

Fewer words
Mainly frequent
Mainly regular
Irregulars are separate items

(able/ability)

1. List for direct learning
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Lemma approach rapidly becomes unusable
Here are some sample K-1 (first 1,000) families as ‘flemmatized’ in K’s
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And with quasi-duplication there are so many levels…
Here is the ungraded ‘Call of the Wild’
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•FAMILY (BNC/COCA) •(f)LEMMA (BNC)



Matching counting units to list functions
2. Lists provide random test items
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At least 2 
contaminated 
items in any 3 
lists  



Matching counting units to list functions 

FAMILY (BNC/COCA) LEMMA (BNC)

3. Lists for finding texts at/editing texts to a level
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Matching counting units to list functions 

FAMILY (BNC/COCA) (f)LEMMA (BNC)

4. Lists in coverage research
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TRUE LEMMA (COCA)



So family and lemma are both fatally 
flawed

Family is superior for almost every purpose 

Except one big one: cannot be given to learners directly

Is there a way to reconcile family and lemma?
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A new suggested unit of word counting – A Nuclear Family 

NF includes the most frequent family members - base words and affixed words 

Extended family (BNC/COCA)
apply, applies, applied, application, applications, applicable, applicability, reapply, 
reapplies, reapplied, reapplication,   reapplications, disapplication   

(13 word types, 8 lemmas) 

Nuclear family 
apply, application, applications, applied  (4 word types, 3 lemmas)

NFL7 – a reduced BNC/COCA 3000 list (Cobb & Laufer, 2021) 

BNC/COCA   19,065 word types;  9,132 lemmas; 81 derivational affixes
NFL                7,293  word types;  5,610 lemmas; 22 derivational affixes
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Validity of Nuclear Family Lists – empirical evidence

1. Texts that learners read include 
a limited number of derived words (family members)
a limited number of frequent affixes   (Laufer & Cobb, 2020)

Hence, no need to learn extended families

2. Nuclear Family Lists provide a good coverage of authentic texts

Compared with BNC/COCA 3000
NFL7 - 4% less text coverage, but  11,800 fewer word types        

Hence, good cost/benefit deal  (Cobb & Laufer, 2021)

3. To be demonstrated in the present study 
Family size changes according to text difficulty
Hence, learners at different learning stages require different lists  
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Hypothesis 

The number of derived words in texts is different at different language levels

(Family size in texts expands as language level in texts progresses)

If the hypothesis is correct

Word lists for learners will differ in family size depending on 
the expected language proficiency

Family size and language level
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Aim

To examine differences in word family sizes in texts of different

language difficulty

Corpora examined
OUP Graded readers    Level 3   (123,771 words)

OUP Graded readers    Level 5   (181,586 words)

OUP Graded readers   Level 6   (230,869 words)

Mid frequency readers Level 8 (500,000 words)

(P. Nation’s resources) 

Emma (161,011 words)                           

Academic texts (BAWE, RinFL) (175,000 words)

Combo  corpus (Lextutor) (3.7 m      words)

(spoken/written; general/academic; Am./Brit.) 
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2. Matching BNC/COCA lists (e.g., k1, k2 ) to uploaded target corpora 
Tool (Nuclear List Builder) https://www.lextutor.ca/freq/nuclear/

The resulting list shows base words + derived words from BNC/COCA
that appear in the target corpus, e.g., in Graded Readers, level 6

1. Corpus Profiling
Text lexis covered by k1, k2, k3 etc.   

(Tool – VocabProfile)   https://www.lextutor.ca/vp/

Morphological makeup  - percentage of derived words 
(Tool – Morpholex)  https://www.lextutor.ca/morpho/

Method
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https://www.lextutor.ca/freq/nuclear/
https://www.lextutor.ca/vp/
https://www.lextutor.ca/morpho/


Matching BNC/COCA lists to examined corpora  ------------ > 

3. Extracting identical base words from the lists and comparing 
their derived forms, i.e. comparing family sizes

e.g., How many derived words of center are there in the 
examined corpora and what are they? 

Work in progress - so far  - 75 word families examined
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Corpus

% Text  Coverage

by 2k        by 3k

% of derived 

words in text

Graded level 3 98           98.5 2

Graded level 5 97           97.7 4

Graded level 6 96.3        97.5 5

Emma 93.8        96 5

Mid freq. readers 8k 91.3        94 5

Academic       RinFL

BAWE  

84.4        91.6

83            92                        
10 

10
Combo 85.8        90.2 7.7

Corpora features:  lexical difficulty level and percentage of derivations

- Text difficulty increases
- % of derived words 

increases (in most cases)

Results
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Combo Academic Mid freqEmma Graded 6 Graded 5 Graded 3

centre/center
centered
centering
central
centralization
centralized
centrally
centrist

centre/
center
centered
central
centrality
centralization
centrally
centric

centre
central

centrecentrecentre
central 

centre

excitable
excitation
excitedly
excitement
exciting
unexciting

excitementexcite
excitable
excitation
excitedly
excitement
exciting

excite
excitement

excite
excitedly
excitement
exciting

excitedly
excitement
exciting

excite
excitement
exciting

BNC/COCA

Center/centre
Centrist
Centring
Centered
Centredness
Central
Centralism
Centralist
Centrally
Centrality
Centralize
Centralized
Centralization
Centralizing 

Text level and  Word family size
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Combo Academic Mid freqEmma Graded 6 Graded 5 Graded 3

care
careful
carefully
careless
carelessly
uncaring

care
careful
carefully
careless
carelessness
carer

care
careful
carefully
carefulness
careless
carelessly
carelessness
carer
uncared

care
careful
carefully
carefulness
careless
carelessly
carelessness

careful
carefully
careless
uncaring

care
careful
carefully
careless

careful
carefully
carelessness

express
expressible
expression
expressionless
expressive
expressly
inexpressible

express
expression

express
expression
expressionless
expressive
expressly
inexpressible
unexpressed

express
expression
expressive
expressly
inexpressible

express
expression
expressionless

expression
expressionless

-----------

BNC/COCA

Express
Expressed
Unexpressed
Expressing
Expression
Expressionless
Expressionlessly
Expressive
Expressively
Expressiveness

Expressly

Text level and  Word family size
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Combo Academic Mid freqEmma Graded 6 Graded 5 Graded 3

fair
fairly
fairness
unfair
unfairly
unfairness

fair
fairly
unfair

fair
fairly
unfair
unfairly

fair
fairly
unfair

fairly
fairness
unfair
unfairly

fair
unfair 

fair

exist
existence
existent
nonexistent

exist
existence

exist
existence
existent

exist
existence

exist
existence

exist
existence

exist

organize
organized
organization
organizational
organizationally
organizer
reorganization

organised
organizer
organisation

organisation
organise

------------------organize
organization
organizer
reorganize

organize
organization

---------------

Text level and  Word family size
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Combo Academic Mid freqEmma Graded 6 Graded 5 Graded 3

attract

attraction

attractive

attractively

attractiveness

attractor

unattractive

attract
attractive
attractiveness

attract
attraction
attractive
attractively
attractiveness
unattractive

attract
attraction
attractive

attract
attraction
attractive
attractiveness

attractive--------------

pleasant
pleasantly
pleasantries
unpleasant
unpleasantly
unpleasantness

-------------

pleasant
pleasantly
pleasantry
unpleasant
unpleasantly
unpleasantness

pleasant
pleasantly
pleasantness
unpleasant

pleasant
pleasantly
unpleasant
unpleasantly
unpleasantness

pleasant
pleasantly
unpleasant
unpleasantness

pleasant
unpleasant

Text level and  Word family size
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Texts with easy, basic vocabulary      --- few derived words
More difficult texts, more complex vocabulary   --- more derived words

larger word families

Even if derived words appear in very large corpora (BNC/COCA)
they do not necessarily appear in a large number of texts 

Conclusion 

Derived words are not distributed equally in the language

Their percent is different in texts of different difficulties

(Their percent is also different in different text genres (Laufer & Cobb, 2020) 
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Implications 

1. Learners do not need to know entire word families even of the most frequent 
base words

Additional family members will be encountered as text language 
difficulty increases

2. Vocabulary tests using word family as the counting unit do not 
overestimate learners’ receptive vocabulary knowledge 

Our assumption (supported by data) - learners understand 
the derived words they need for reading texts at their level

What they need – awareness of morphological regularities
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3. Nuclear Family Lists – solution for specific vocabulary targets 
for specific  learning materials, as they include only the
necessary family members 

One family size does not fit  all word lists  →

So where will these ‘different lists’ come from? 

How will they be constructed?
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To predict learners’ needs, give them lists, design their materials,

Nuclear List Builder can reduce/expand family size 
systematically
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Including all members of 
BNC/COCA 1-K
1,000 families
:: 6,849 word types
:: 2,057 derived words (=‘z_’)

Including only members 
>7% of their families
1,000 families
:: 2,316 word types
::    352 derived words

Including only members 
>15% of their families
1,000 families
:: 1,712 word types
::    194 derived words


